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Gecr^es Coa.-teline ana the Faroe
Introduction
Writers of comedy usually find favor with their
public. Lauguter lives in the memory. In France, as
in other countries, tnose who have been able to pro-
mote laughter have made the- selves dear to us. The
fifteenth century brought us such never-to-be-forgot-
ten farces as "Ma"?tre Pathelin. In the sixteenth
century our humor was supplied by the immortal Rabe-
lais. Faroes were still popular at this tine, parti-
cularly so after the decree of 1548 forbidding maste-
ries. With the seventeenth century comes the French
humorist, Moliere, to be followed later by Beaumar-
caais and otuers of less-r rank, Tne last generation
co..t-nuc3 one illustrious line with x>:ie nam- of Georges
Courteline, m.soer of lauguter.
In tne words of Professor Taxman: "Yet if France
cannot boast of a gre~t national tragedy, sue can offer
sometning that no oth r modern European literature can
equal -- a long unbroken line of master aeces of nation-
si corr.edy. A pare Gallic stream a . ervaded French
comedy from tke fifteenth-century "Mr^tre Pathelia" to
the contemporary farces of G^irges Courteline. '
*
Waxman: Antoine and the Th^nt re-Libre

Others have made us laugh from time to time,
some for the dur tion of their lives, others for
a lesser perio^. Few, nowever, have long survived
their pnyaical death. Whether or not Courteiine
•ill remain famous is nard to tell just now. He
nas been dead less tnan a year.
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The Man
His Life
The frienda who knei him well tell us that
Georges Courte line whs bora at T ^urs on June 25th
in the ye. r 1858. Many authorities give the year
as 1859, 1860, and even 1861, but Pierre Descaves
tells U3 : "II avait I'hoapreur de la vieill^sse. II
trichait de deux aai avec s^n £ge. II accusait 69
ana. II en avait en r^alite' 71. Et
,
consigne fi-
de lement ocservee, jamais se3 petits-enf nts ne
1 1 b p e le re nt : grand-papa. !..."*
His fatiier, Jules Moinaux, was a vaudevili3t
of i.ote, a nan wno could write a 3tory bristling
with wit, a humorist who muue considerable mark as
a journalist. His best knoi n volume is entitled
"Les Tricunaux Comiques." Although as authoi aim-
self, he haa otaer plans in view for his 6on, he
wanted him to study science. Young Georges, however,
howed a systematic aversion for study. He consid r-
ed the school he attended at Meaux a jail, but had
to suffer its disci 'line for six years. His complete
* disdain of things scholastic made his teac e_-s consider
* Les Souvelles Litter ires, 29 jttin 1939
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him as rather hopeless. A3 a pupil he was an unsatis-
factory, reolacitrant
,
morose, undisci lined individual;
yet he devoured the books of Jules Verne a and he was
inte.r3ted in poetry. He began lo write verses nimself,
ana from 1576 or., ^au thea published.
His literary occupations ana his friendship with
Jaoque 3 Madeleine and Auguste Germain 30 encroached
upon his time that none was left for his scholastic
program. He managed to pass in m?3t of his ooursee,
but Greek was his Faterlo"" . It was only his exception-
al '-n^wledge of Latin that enabled him to get his
bachelor' 3 degree. In 1379 xiis father required him
to enter college Rollin, but after his failure in
the final examination, he was free t^ ouoose a career.
Ke wanted to be a writer, but did n?t dare confers it.
Obtaining err : l^yment in tne administration of
n Booillon3 Duval" he remainea one re exactly fifteen
days, xie had m-de the error of thinking hat an
employe's iog_c and initiative mignt have some r.gnts
in administrative matters.*
Immediately thereafter, acting on his fatner's
orders, ne joined the lig.it c^v^lry, the 13~~ chasaeur3
* Roger l>e Brun: G orges Court eline

B cheval, stationed, at Bar -le -Due. He so^n acquired
z reputation as a shirker, and although he had enlist-
ed x or live years, he obtained, a prolonged leave af-
ter foul months. At second-hand he bought a uniform
much to 3 big for him. After sewing hie number on it,
he Trent to tne medical board and claime^ he had lost
we -gat. A cougn Cultivated for the occasion, plus his
miserable, 3arun&en appearance, was enough. He didn't
even nave to describe hit iymptoms.
Returning to ?ari3, he succeeded in convincing
the officii Is th t he would so ^n be freed from mili-
tary service, and so -ntered t e employ of the Ministry
of Justice. Here again, he lac::ed zeal. Instead of
attending to his work, he paid a colleague half his
salary t? do his :>f "^cial work. His scheme was JO
carefully worke^ oat t.iat the mas who replabed him
eve n signed his name for him. Finally, t„e colleague,
fatigued by his double auty, s".:ed Courteline to do
his own work while he nad a snort vacation. Suddenly
finuing iz necessary to 3^0 t^tute for his substitute,
Courteline preferred t* resign. He nad become too
much acju.stoir.ed to freedom.
At this time the soa of the judicial chronicler,
Jules k'oinaux, w^3 writing for the "Rep clique ues

lettree* edited by Catulle Hendea. He w s only twenty-
one, but he had completed his shortened military ser-
vice and had had hi a name on the government pay-roll.
He had alre:;d- become a man of letters. For subject
matter he Bade use of his few months of military ser-
vice and of his experiences as a government official.
Although he had been writing for some time, he
really became seriously connected with literary media
in 1881, ".--hen with his friends Jacques Madeleine and
Jtor_ - .uill-t, he founded a revue: "Paris ..loderne,
revue litteraire et art is: -que . In the Becond num-
ber of thie magazine, ..e for the first time signed
a prose tale Georges Courts line to distinguish him-
self from hi3 father.*
His veneration for Catulle Mendea persuaded the
latter to collaborate vitft him, noi that the "Repu-
blique des lettree" had gone under. Mendes brought to
the r^vue not only his own strength, but that of his
colleagues, Leon Dierx, Meredia, and Banville. The
readers of the earlier revue followed their favorite
authors, and so became acquainted with Courteline, who
Turpin: Georges Courta line

was at the tirr.e imitating Mendes and Gautier, particu-
larly in his prose. The revue lived for only two years,
cut those two years represented for Court©line remuner-
ated idleness.
In 1SS4 he began to write for another new publica-
tion: "Les Petites N^uvelles Quot idiennes " a newspaper
th^t later g:ve its readers a volume of Courte line's
chronicles. This was the first boo': that bore the name
of Courte 1 ine . * Hi 9 daily tales show an increasing
tendency to pessimism and misanthropy in his search for
current comedy. Finding it necessary one day to manu-
facture his chronicle, he wrote "La Soupe" an episode
which brought hirr. fame. Thi9 marked the beginning of
his tales of life in the barr c s. "He excelled in
aritinb" about military life, not the military life of
the battlefields ana s^ot and shell, but tnat of tne
barracks in
:
;eace time."**
In 1890 he began to write in "L'Echo de Paris"
under the name Jean de la Butte. Until then he had
treated his subjects as a portrait painter. Hence-
forth his writing wa3 marked by caricature. Tne ":now-
*Turpin: Georges Courteline
**Bo~ton Transcript, June 35, 1939

ledge of laughter and the meana of provoking it be-
came more apparent. His art of writing was now con-
stantly following an upward curve. Tae influence of
Catuile Menaes was still stron^ and Courteline kept
forcing himself to satisfy tae pas he so aamired.
His first dramatic successes representee the
portrayal in new form of the subjects he had already
treated in his tales. He Bought to fix the atten-
tion of his contemporaries dh the facts which offen-
ded hia sensibilities. Without ©hanging the essen-
tial ide-t he remolds hi - work until it presents a
different aspect. He has the visual quality of dra-
matic art. Yr t his glorious career in the theatre
is due not to himself, but to Andre
7
Antoine, who
"disccvered" him. The first of his play3, "Lidoire"
played at the Th: at re-Libre in 19T-1, was simply an
episode from "Les G-ltes de l'l3cadrn" which had ap-
peared in 1826.
From then on, he wrote tales nd plays almost
continuously, first writing an avera r of one a year,
out later producing o.s many as seven plays in the
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year 1597. He was not quite so prolific later, and
there are long intervals between his latest work 9.
"L'entons Bleus" appeared in 1906. His next play was
"La Crucae" in 1909. Three years later we have his
last play, "Les Liaottes." He wrote no more. "Ma
Philosophic* which appeared shortly after the war
is a collection of thoughts gleaned from his various
Forks, ratner tnan a new dook.
An interesting paradox is tne fact that real
glory, or ratner official cognizance of his glory,
came to him only after he had stopped writing. He
ws.s never elected to the French Academy, but he was
made a member of th^ Goncourt Academy in l c 36.
Taught by his father to observe people and things
minutely, he '-rote only of what he saw :nd henrd. Li\e
Beaumarchais , he became reconciled to laughing at every
thing, for fear he night nave to weep too often. It
was as if he were holding a concave mirror up to nature
distort_ng and dilating it in a most unbecoming manner.
At the height of his glory he had stopped producing
with the state .ent that he had nothing more to say.
This very systematic sool hi d fairly lived in tne
cafe". His last cafe was the "Cafe aes Oiseaux" where
New Statesman, London, July 37, 1929
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he had his table and played cards with the merchant
a
of the neighborhood. His unpretenti ^usness prevented
hiir. from playing with men of letters, who praised his
•ork. He said of his card partners: "Au moins, eux,
ils He me p r.rl c nt pa^ d non oeuvre! *
Never did he voluntarily talk of what he had
written. "Modest, unassuming, he was content day
after d-y to 3it in the s-ime little cafe — far away
from the brilliant boulevards and there from five
to seven in the evening enjoy his little game of
"La Manille" — tne French equivalent of pinodle.
Many times the games were interrupted for one of his
funny stories — ne was an exquisite raconteur."**
His dress neglected, his costume wa3 that of an
unmanageable scnoolboy. Not only nis garb, but also
his attitude was one of nonchalance. A tnick-set
man, .e looked like a placid bureaucrat. There was
something cross and alnost hostile in his general
attitude. Yet the "Mark Twain of France" laughed at
everything and knew how to evoke laughter in the hearts
of others. Sufferring made him timid, and he fled frorr
*Les Nouvelles Litte'raires, 29 juin,192P, article by
Pierre Des caves
•Boston Transcript, June 35, 1929
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the need of sympathy. Two things haunt him: old age
and death. Even at twenty-five, he already regretted
his adolescence.*
Until the very end he kept his taste for life.
Bis last four years were a veritable torture. In Jan-
uary 1935 one of nis legs was amputated. Six days be-
fore his death the second wts removed. When he was re-
fused his newspapers, he understood, and stoically
awaited the death he had feared. Tet he died calmly,
and his la3t words werf to excuse himself for the trou-
ble h^ w~9 giving his friends.
The practical loker who had written without sar-
casm or bitterness died on his seventy-first birthday,
June 35, 1939. He had attained his goal: "Contenter a
la fois, les simples et les difficiles, meriter le rire
ing^nu de3 bonnes d 1 enfant a et des e^ldats — et l'ap-
plaudi asement de l 1 elite pour des raiaone autre a et
meilleu.res, tel eat l'X a degager."**
•Turpin: Georges C^urte_ine
Quoted by Turpin p. 73
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His Characteristics
Courteline was a small man of the race of lean
cats, lost, floating in a large frock coat, hie hair
like drum sticks veneered to his forehead and thrown
back behind his ears. His black eyes were small, like
pear seeds set into a rather pale face. Intensely in-
terested in all life, ne was particularly fond of ani-
mals.
As patient as an ant, he persisted in his search
for the best word or phrase. Pierre Wolff tells us
that writing in collaboration with Courteline was no
easy job, for: "Telle phrase £crite par moi etait re-
prise pa r lui, huit jours durant, jusqu'a ce qu'elle
1° satisfas?e . "*
He 1-ft few books, for he rote then all slowly
rnd with difficulty. Research for specific words w-^s
quite a task, but .ie took his time. Ke was a sculptor
7,ho carved carefully t..e figures he depicted.
Courteline made many of his minute observations in
the cafes that he frequented. Once accustomed to a ca-
fe, he went t^ere rrgul rly. Always one would find
Les Nouvelles Lit t era! res, 39 juin 1929
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about him a picturesque group wno gathered to drink,
to ploy cards, and to plan according to their lights
and tastes, works of art, literature, finance, or
politics. When the caf£ overflowed with strangers,
there was always some little corner to hold the par-
ticular group which hung on the words of their hero.
Not everyone c:>uld join this group, for he was cau-
tious in the choice of his friends.*
Ht really lived in oafes for more than twenty
years. Between a glass of beer and his open napkin,
he would sprea_ out his papers. It is there that he
wrote with shite ink on ruled pap=r of poor quality.
Frequently he interrupted himself for a game of cara3,
a drink, or to grumble against adjutants, judges, and
other office-nolders . Then, suddenly he would go,
leaving the bill to be paid by tnose who had lost or
those wno had bored him. He was happy in the cafe.
Then he traveled, it was to give pleasure to others.
It was through the cafe 3 that he became acquainted
with cities.**
Dominique Bonnaud in Les Annales, premier aout 1939
**Rene Benjamin in Lea Annales, premier jmillet 1929

Logical, he seeded to nave an instinct which
made him s-e things in their natural sequence. In-
finitely good himself, he couldn't conceive how any-
one might be bad.* Even hi3 hobbies had as motive
some humanitarian tnought, some gesture of pity fox
the worst reprobates. He continued to laugh euen
while he loathed, for he wa.s a cynic Hfho dealt in
buffoonery.
Something was always happening to him, or so it
seemed, for with his power of observation, every in-
stant of the mo-~t colorless incident provided him
with material for ori -inal literary development , ma-
terial which attained great comic force.
The s^n of an indefatiguable notr taker, he was
const .ntly searching and taking notes. His genius im
proved :pn what he found. He could not tie himself
down to a Ion; piece of work. He felt the need of
moving about, walking, changing the air and the place
-.is was a simple style, for he had horror of oig
v.ords. He used tnem only _n mockery or to bring out
tne point oi a joke.
*L« Illustration, 29 juin l c29

It was hi3 custom to work out a story with his
eyes closed. Then he would tell it first to one
friend and then to another, improving it as ne went
along. When he felt it had reached it3 height, he
wrote it.
His modesty made him conceive of his work as
that of a schoolboy. He felt that a true artist
oug^t not to delight in what he had done, but ought
to compare it s^dly with what he had wanted to do.
So, ne wrestied with every sentence, modifying it
endlessly. Pride hud no part in his mocking atti-
tude. Because he was unpretentious, he w .mid not
talk about himself. "—Je vrms repete que je ne suis
qu'un amateur. Ce qui donne a croire le contr- ire,
c'est que j'ai per3i9te longtemps, et que je per3iste
enc-> re . . . Aucune raison ne p aut contre le temos; au
fond, je snis un amateur qui a dure."*
A lover of honesty, freedom, youth and pleasure,
his opposition to discipline and aspiration is apt to
strike the sensitive as rather brital. A3 to the scru-
pulous, he makes them wince with the things he is ready
* Quo ted by Gaston Cne'rau in L ' Illustration, 39 j uin 1939
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to forgive. He fights against affectation, humbug,
pretension, and oppression. To the moralist he ap-
pears lax, for he is lenient towards the follies of
youth. He sympatnizes witn the love of pl-asure
.
Watching men live, he indulgently considers
them more stupid than kicked. He laugiis at them,
as if t^ mak*3 them thoroughly ashamed of themselves.
Then, after pointing out the various foibles of
mankind, he calmly 3tops writing.
He detested interviews and investigators. When
he received a questionnaire, he acknowledged its re-
ceipt with a multigraphed circular letter stating
that ne was amused a~ the sender.
Pascal has said that a jester has a bad charac-
ter. Tnis is in line with Co^rteiine. When he took
a trip, ne always had a bone to pick With tne ticket
collector, tie couldn't go into a restaurant without
n.ving an argument with the waitsr. He never played
cards without 30m- sort of discussion.*
Altogether, his characteristics m- ! ke him oae of us
a nail with virtues and vices, neither too good nor too
bad, simply a man who h^d th c gfft of writing what he s
*Pierre Descave3 in Nouvelles Litte'raire3, 39 juin 1929
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His Literary Background
Courteline'a f ther had taught him to observe
minutely. Ihia accomplishment provided him with ma-
terial. He- never made U3e of anything he had not
seen and neard.* Fron his father, too
:
he received
much of hie subject matter, notably from "Les Tribu-
naux Comiques . "
rie was very much interested in epochs previous
to nis own ana at one time withdrew to Saint-Maude
to rereaa Corneille anu Hugo wnom ne greatly admired.
He was fond of the Parnassians, certain Symbolists,
and Racine. Moliere was his god.
Cr-'-ulle Mender was the fir^t to allot him the
high place he occupies. Courteline calls him his
master and friend, for it was Mendes who inculcated
in him his taste for language and Boileau's precept:
"Poli3 3ez et repoliasez." '"ithout 3uch a check he
might nave yielde.. to facility, as di his father.
Mendes speaka of him as a farceur in the style of
an Aristophanes or a Racine, a fact which shows he
attained his master's expectations.
He itdore^ Menaes, Antoine, Wolff, una Lacien
Martin du Gard in houvei.es Litteraires, 23 juin 1939
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res caves, but he venerated his father, Dumas pere,
end Hugo. Speaking of his father, even after his
seventieth birthday, he still used to 9ay "papa"
with an indescribable tenderness . For Andre An-
toine uc felt admiration mingled with a little fear.
His theatrical fate i3 due ;o the fact that ne
met Antoine, who produced ooth "Lidoire" and "Bou-
bouroche." The revival of the latter in 1S97 made
Courteiine a satellite of Antoine. Both had the
same dramatic ideal so often sought by playwrights
who had their premie re at the Thratre-Libre — the
depict inn of a slice of life. They beca.me v^ry
closely connected. Courtelin3 use : to be present
at rehearsals, learning and suggesting.
Pierre Wolff, Luoien Descaves, and Andre Antoine
were undoubtedly his ol.iest and a? .rest friend3. Wolff
and Courteiine each had his first play performed at the
Taeat re -Libre the same night. The friemsnip which
started then was never marred.
Anotner group with w.iom ne was very friendly com-
prised Curel, Porto-Ric^e
,
Brie^x, ana Smile Fabre.

These friend9 used to stiy up with him until five
in the corning counting the receipts of the perfor-
Be nee s
.
With suoh fric-nds Courte line ever moved in
literary circles. Vigny's ivory tower was not for
hio, for he obtained situations and settings for
w:_- t he wrote tx&m his associations. For his work
he needed not introspection, bu; observ at ion.
ff
_
O «3_
—
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His Popularity
What do contemporary critics say about, our author?
Courteline is not one of those authors, who is read be-
cause iz is ;he Btyle to ao so. People like him. His
force was well shown during the war, wnen it was neces-
sary to find plays suitable for all types of men. Tw:>
authors were found acceptable: Moliere and Courteline.*
This is significant, as it groups together two out-
standing humorists.
Henry Bidou tells us that Courteline immediately
becs.me popular, that his heroes could not help but
live in the memory of men.** Once having read his
plays, one cannot forget a M. Badin, a La Brige, a
Lavernie', and certainly not Boubouroche.
His glory die not preoccupy him, and he was right.
It was enough that he had written in a 1 anguage so
pure and simple that it defies the years, that he had
described scenes of ^rresist .ble truth. His .vork has
a two-fold title bo live: its documentary value and
its literary quality. Tne most astonishing of his
merits is that of pleasing at tne same cime both sim-
ple people and learned men.***
Rene Benjamin in Le s Annales, premier iuillet 1939
**Journal des Debate, 5 juillet 1939
•Martin du Gard in L^s Nouvelles Litteraires, 39 juin 1939
r
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Roland Dorgeles telle U3 he was a great classic
writer who will live, for his art Is the expression
of the French genius as seen in La Fontaine :;nd Moliere .
Le Brun says that barring Labi one, a gay author
has never been as much used as Ceurteline.* He has the
gift of amusing people and ne has pa3?ed the test. In
1937 ne was played at tne Comedie-Franoaise no fewer
than ten ximes.
Jules Lemaitre in speaking of comic authors says:
"Et je ne veux pas donner des rangs, et j 'ignore si
Courteline est le premier de la bande ; mais je vois
bien que sa gaite est la plu? copi^use, la plus coloree,
et quo ique souvent neuve dans ses form- , la mieux
rattachee a la tradition."**
And isn' it worth noting that the younger genera-
tion of French writers called him the "Mark Twain of
France *' ***
*Le Brun: Georges Co arte ine
•Impressions de Tnedtre, 8*" se'rie (13S5) quoted by
Le Brun p. 76
***Bost >n Transcript, June 35, 1535
r
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Kis Work
8
Courteline died the greatest of living humorists.*
Yet he wrote little or nothing since the war. His fame
rests on tne work he hau accomplished seventeen years
before ne aiea. This work consists of stories, play9,
ana sketcne3, for tne .^ost part portraits of riaiculous
and pernicious creatures who all live their grotesque
lives in earnest, complete complacency. His tales are
a pertinent and caustic criticism 01 life.
His basic material comes from three sources: life
in the barracks of the 12>^ chasseurs at Bar-le-Duc, his
work in the Department jf Justice, and from the tenden-
cy shown by hie father to study the relationship of
men and women.
His few months of ex]perienee in the army give us
his ?':etohes of military life in both narrative and
dr-matic f ^rm. "Les Ga£tes de 1 1 Escadron" (1886),
"SI** Chasseurs" (1887), n Le Train de Sh . 47" (1891),
and "Lidoire" (1891) are perhaps his most famous nar-
rative ..orks the material for v/nicn was gleaned from
tne bar.ac^s.
The appearance jf "Le3 Gate's de l'Escadron" is
* "Affable Hawk" in New Statesman, London, July 27, 1929
f
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i8 really the beginning of his reputation. Ke seems to
remember his short stay in the barracks with the most
profound bitterness.* He depicts the hilarious and
detestable types that ne nimsdf met. As he puts it:
"Ainel ne dis-je que ce que j'ai vu, partant ce qui est
vrai."* He expresses the indifference cf officers, the
pretentious and v^dictive incapability of those ^f
lower rank, ^e see nere the psychology of the soldier-
ly atmosphere pervaded by melancholy.
He doesn't ob- y the rule of the three unities of
comedy, but he raises the depiction of comic character
to a high level. His words are unexpected, but the
words th^msftlves are not funny. They are simple and
s t ra i gh t fo rw 1 1 rd
.
"Messieurs les Ronds de Cuir" (1393), a master-
piece of extravagant farce, derives from his position
as a government official. H^ wrote a large number of
short stories and sketches depicting the ludicrous in-
justice of courts of law and the idiotic arrogance and
mechanical Debarioul of stupid officials.
The amusing ouiousness of entirely egoistic women
*Le Brun : Gecrges Courteline
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ie shorn in his third type of work, this time mainly
in play-form. Courteline as a dramatist is success-
ful in the glorious field of the farce. Here he is
always significant. "Boubouroche
"
, one of nis best
farces, suows the clasn between masculine weakness
and feminine wiles, the old story of Samson worsted
by Telilah.
Courteline 1 2 writing began with schoolboy verse
in 1876. From then on, it drifted to the sketch,
tale, and pl~y. From 1886 on, the year of the publi-
cation of "Les Qalte's is l'Sscadron" his fame was
assured. It did not wane. From then on he wrote
something every year, and in 1897 he had seven new
plays performed. He published nothing in 1900, but
that was the year of the premiere of "L'Article 330.
In 1204, norever, we find nothing from his pen. In
19C5 comes wnat some eonsider nis finest play, the
piece of writing that caused Courteline to be com-
pared with Moiiere : "Let Conversion d' Alceste . 1 He
is again writing, but now at greater intervals. The
final play comes in 1912: "Les Linottes." His work
•t
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ie done. True, another volume does appear after the
war, but "Ma Philosophic" La a collection of thoughts,
not a new work.
All his work is in short units, whether narrative
or dramatic. The plays are almost all in one act. Ex-
cepti ms to his one-act rule are: "Les Joyeuses 3oa-
meres ae --aris" (1693) a fantasy in five acts written
with Catulle iiei.des; "Bouoouroche " (1893) a master-
piece in two acts; "Les Gaites de l'Esca&ron" (18S5)
a revue of barrack life in three acts and nine tab-
leaux; and "La Cruche n (1909) a comedy in two acts
written in collaboration with Pierre Wolff.
His first play^ showed him what his field of en-
deavor should be. Having written many tales, he felt
the need of a more direct me-ns of expressing what he
wished to say. Eves in his early days he had used dia-
logue. "Mais comme M. J-^urdain, pour la prose, il fai-
sait du theatre sans le •avoir."*
After Antoine oalled his attention to his drama-
tic ability, he devoted himself more and more to play3,
and it is his plays that will live.
Turpi n: Georges Courteiine, p. 65
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The Farces
In the theatre Courteline hae a slow-developing
delicious humor with pauses that alow one the better
to relish it. The laughter occasioned by his plays
awakens the reader to depp reflexion, for Courteline
is always significant. He Vnowa h^w to ma.ke use of
indign-t 4 ->n and subtle observation in the service of
humor. Although he is always careful to make his
plays seem probable, yet his misanthropy urges him to
Crosse by preference characters that are comic in a
rath-, r unpiiasant way.*
As for his material, nis sources are the s-.me,
whether his writing is for the taeatre or to fill a
column ia a newspaper. The material he gathered
wx. ile he eore tae sjiaier'e uniform has given us •
"Li^oire" and "Les G- ttea de l'Eeoadron".
Most of h .. s plays, however, are rollicking judi-
cial farces, making sport of the injustices committed
in courts of law. He tells us: "La justice n'a rien a
voir avec la Lot, qui n'en est que la deformation, la
charge et la parodie."** He proves this time and time
again, in "Un Client Se'rieux"
,
in "L'Affaire Champignon",
*Le Brun: Georges Courteline
*
"Courteline : L 'Article 330
r
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in "Blancheton pere et file", is "Petin, Mouillarbourg
et Consorts", in "Les Balances", and of course in
"L'Article 330.
"
As for his third source, a great number of his
farces are built upon sore pnase of sex relations.
In some cases, th^ couple is married. In others, the
relationship is one not so generally sanctioned. Play
of this lat er group contain such masterpieces as
"Eoubour^he " and "La Cruche .
An analysis of the plays will show which phases
are developed in each.
(
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"Lidoire "*
"Lidoire" like most of Courteline 1 3 plays, is a
onr -act farce. It is hie first bit of writing in ura-
matic form, altnougn tae material had already been
used in tae tales oaseo. u;on his experiences at Bar-
le-Duc. It is a cuaracter study of a soldier living
in the barracks, really no more than a sketch of mili-
t£.ry life. Liaoire is the good-natured r^tagonist:
a nan who answers for his friends at roll-call; takes
care of a drunken neighbor on a frosty night, and
makes him comfortable; and who meekly goes to prison
for the noise the other fellow has been making. In
just a fei pages this pl~y creates a vivid picture of
B character that is true to life.
The play owes its performance to Andre Antoine
who mothered so many then unknown authors. Antoine
revealea to Courteline the secret of his genius and
persuaded him to continue writing plays in preference
to tales. The initiator of the Tae^tre-Libre admired
Courteline. Two years after he recognized the ability
of tae author of "Lidoire" ne produced another play by
the same man, this time a play acclaimed by all the
critics, Boubouroche
.
n
•Modern-Theatre, Fayard et Cie.
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"Boubouroche "*
This is perhaps Courteline 1 g most famous play.
Here he becomes philosophic) and hie comedy i9 dis-
creet. It is a magnificent cha-racter study of a man
who is so gullible that after he has seen the man
with whom his mistress has deceived him, upon a ges-
ture from her is ready to deny that the man was there.
The delightful climax comes when he goes out to kick
the nan who told him his mi?tress was u v,true.
*
There is a oh rming simplicity in the narration.
Tne hero is so typical that the reader readily pic-
tures him. The cnoice of Subject is not new. Neither
is the manner of treating it unusual. ¥et the scenes,
incidents, and advent ares have a fantastic glamor.
The penetrating observation of he author < lus his
genial wit make the play. It is simply a caricature
of the life of the petit b^urge.iis, but it is admir-
ably d^ne. It is on the basis of "Bdubouroche" that
many critics have likened Courte line to Moliere.
Francois Turpin goes even further.** He claims
that here Courte line sr. owed his scorn for women with
a force that Poquelin Sid not attain. He says that
•Modern-Theatre, Fayard et Cie
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if Dandin is more probaole, Boubouroche is truer.
Dandin, knowing his wife deceives him, but unable
to catch her, is ready to drown himself. Boubou-
roche catches his mistress, "cut let 3 her persuade
him she is shielding a f mily secret in not ex-
plaining to him the presence of the other man.
Although this play is one of the few of Cour-
teline's that has more than one act, it is no lon-
ger than s^cr of his play? in a single act. The
situation c lis for two distinct settings.
The first 1 ct takes place in a cafe7 wliere Bou-
bouroche and his frirnds discuss mispresses in gen-
eral and the fact th t he has been f ithful to ^ne
for eight years. A stronger tells iiim that all women
are unfaithful ana t- t Auele is deceiving him. Al-
though he aoean't believe it, he leaves the cafe.
The sefiond act is at the home of Adele, where
we see this secoaa Ce^limene entertain Andre. At the
arrival of Boubouroche, And t4 is installed in a clo-
eet where he has a chair, his bo^ks, and even an
&rtificial light. Boubouroche discovers him -<nd
even takes his card, but in spite of the fact that
ri
t
he hc-3 seen and heard Andre, he allows Adele to con-
vince him that she is true 'go him.
.
Though i, seems unbelievable in the telling,
the play itself is very real. Courteline'a comic
power is here at its height. Tne simplicity of
action and the fine drawing of character mr.ke the
play claeeio. Even though he observes through a
magnifying glass, Courteline is sincert, and he
certainly gives u? a picture of irresistible drol-
lery in "3oubouroche . " It is pure farce, and a
skillful parody on the "menage a trois." The char-
acter analysis is keen, showing clearly the cowar-
dice of a man in love. The wrath of Boubouroche
is overwhelming, but a fe? words from Adele are
enough to make him excuse himself for suspecting
her. Tne re is an intense contrast between the can-
dor of the herd and the wiles and '.ri^kery of his
mistress
.
"II faut le lire pour en enmprenure la severe
ordonaance, la oiassxque simplicity, pour s'aboanuon-
ner a son com!que e'norme, en ressentir l'effroyable
amertume, en \ dmirer la syntaxe impeccable et la
r(
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reriode musicale, le tableau definitif d'une peu
reluisante hnmanit^ . "*
"La Peur de9 Coups" "*
A little over a year later Courteline gives
us another play that h 3 become classic. This time
ne goes bac^ to what he conceives is his measure
for the stage, the one-act play. In "La eur des
Coups" he gives as a wuiuerfui picture of cowardice.
There are but two ci^racters. He and sne re-r-
turn from a late party in a quarrelsome mood, he
objects to the fact that she has been flirting.
Ker anger is aroused. If he felt so badly, why
didn't he tell t,ie other fellow so? Evidently he
wae afraid of be in? hurt, for he has no blo^d in
his veins. Such statements annoy the poor man, and
he protests. He didn't want a public scandal. He
will write to the man; he does, but doesn't dare
mail the letter. T.ie next time he sees the obnoxious
individual, he will kicl him'. Knowing her customer,
tne womc~n provides him with the man's name and address.
*Turpin: Georges CaMtrteline
**C^arpentier et Fasouelle, 1895
r
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Even this has no effect. The man begins blaming
ais mother-in-law for his misery. Then appears
the ever-ready weapon of woman -- tea.rs, and every-
th ng is cleared up. Story? No! It is simply a
scene of h^me life de isted in such a way a3 to
make us call the play a litcle master iece of char-
acter delineation.
"Les Galte's de 1 ' Escadron"
*
The next of Courtelin^'s play3, written in col-
laboration with Edouard Nores, i3 a revue of life in
the barracks. "Les Galtea de l'Escaaron" is longer
than most of his plays, for its three acts are divi-
ded into nine tableaux. It is b--sed on his earlier
narrative work of one same name.
Here Court e line laughs at the inelegance and
naiveness of soldiers, their exuberant joys, and the
tizarreness of the officers. We s: e officers of de3
cending rank, where each man hands the dirty work
over to the man below him. There is no story here,
and but little characterization. I J : is roth°r a
Modern-Theatre, Fayard et Cie
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picture of the elemental psychology of soldierly
environment. The abundance of army slang lends a
living realism of detail. Tne freedom of language
simply adds to the picturesque scenes.
The author has much opportunity to exhibit his
ext raoruinary faculty of observation aided by his
wonderful memory for colors, shapes, and sounds.
He knows how to arrange his material, and makes tne
scenes gay; although t..e sadness of the situation
permeates the play. It is a -icture of the manners
and customs of the army, ~he weakness of the private
pitted against the strength of the superior officers.
The play i3 decidedly one to be seen rather
than read, for often several characters are scheduled
to speak together. Reading ".heir speeches in suc-
cession may give one all the wotIb, but makes one
lose the effe jtiveness of many extremely funny situa-
tions. Courteline Bakes spurt of tne servility of
tne poor soldier ana of the ridiculous situations
ere. .ted by it. Tne revolt inspired by continuous
cringing submission is simply another aspect of tne
conditions depicted.
c
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Eis na.ture was sensitive and he was cut to the
quick by what he saw in the array. Plays like "Les
Gait e 3 de l'Eaoadron" are informative 13 well as
amusing.
"La Cinquant-.ine"*
Several months later we see a very different
type of play. Tnis time Were is but one scene, and
tnat reminds one of a vauaeville sketch that may so
often be seen between two moving pictures. The play
gets its name from its theme song, "La Cinquantaine
"
by Hugo nd Wagner.
It is a Picture of an elderly couple who sing
in public in order to support themselves . Therr
sing is one of love, but between lines they call each
other by every unkind name that they can possibly
remember. The single act is simply a vivid contrast
between the attitude of two people to each other, and
an affectation of what they consider tneir attitude
ougiit to be
.
Flammarion, 1898
1
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"Petin, Mouillarbourg et Consorts"*
The next of Courteline's plays to be performed
was the first of his series of judicial farces. In
"Pet in, Mouillarbourg et Consorts" the soe^e is laid
in court. Here one sees the plaintiff jailed while
the man who has been summoned to court and proved
guilty pays a ridiculously small fine. A lawyer
makes a long-winded speech that attacks his client.
When his attention is called to the fact that he is
simply a defense lawyer and not the prosecuting at-
torney, he changes nis speejh, but now he speaka in
favor of the wrong man. By the time he is straight-
ened out, the presiding judge bars further discussion.
Another case that comes up at -his court session
is one in which the judge is a libertine wno corr^la-
cently smiles at the adulteress and. rebukes both plain-
tiffs and witnesses. He nas the woman's husband im-
prisoned, while he ma^es an appointment to meet the
adulteress. The arguments advanced in the case are,
to sey the least, indelicate.
The play makes the reader grin in amusement. Yet
he realizes how faithful a picture Courteline has drawn
*Flammarion, 1899
c
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of some of the evils in a 90-called court of justice.
The vivid portrayal makes one think of the similar
situation in Anatole France's "Crainquebille .
"Le Droit aux Etrennes"*
"Le Droit aux Etrennes" i3 a vaudeville in one
act. Tiie play is a caricature of types with especial
emphasis on the protagonist, Landhoaille. He himself
receives no gifts, but is called upon to give gifts
not only to nis friends and f- mily, but also to those
who have mist hurt him. Four different people whom
he does not even recognize call apon him the first
day of the year to demand their gifts. Among them
is a former loved one who made ni3 life miserable.
No matter what their relationship to him, all feel
that the fact they know his name entitles them to
special consideration on the first of January. The
play is a satirid one airecteu against the custom of
enforced gift giving.
Charpent ier, 1896
ct
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"Un Client Se'rieux"*
Very likely Courteline inherited the humor
which caused him to write "un Client Se'rieux" for
the same strain is apparent in his father's work.**
Herc we have a picture of real jesting produced by
Courteline 1 3 se rch for perfect liberty and justice
in the very Imperfect courts of justice.
The situation is brought about by the fact that
a cafe customer ha3 so monopolized the newspapers,
curus, ana service that he has driven away the othe*
frequenters. Tne cafe owner hales uim into court to
get rid of him, for he only has one drink a day, any-
way. The defendant then goes on to prove ^hat by
mixing water and sugar with his drink in various pro-
portions he produces seven distinct beverages. The
proceedings here are positively faroical, for each
speaker is continuously interrupted, making sport of
the situation.
In addition, there is the unusual situation that
arises when the smooth talker is in turn called to
plead the defense and take tne part of the prosecuting
attorney. He extricates himself splendidly by using
Modern-Theatre, Fay ard et Cie.
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the sane arguments against bis client that a moment
before he used in hie defense. His very eloquent
speech, if not good law, is at least entertaining.
Finally, -Dae very serious client is acquitted, after
the rea :er h^s been forced to laugh aloud at the fun
of "he play.
This judicial fare is one of Courteline's very
finest. In it he attacks the abuses and iniquities
of red tape. He wrnts to or: nd judicial stupidity,
and he succeeds admirably.
"Hortense, coucne-toi ! "*
"KortensSj couche-toi ' " ia anotner farce tnat
makes sport of tne law. Here the trices of law aire
used to show that everyone but tne owner is master
over a giv^n piece >f property. The tenant is en-
titled to extraordinary benefits under extraordinary
conditions. A new would-be tenant also has definite
rrivileges. The proprietor, however, is left nut in
the cold, for so the law reads. If. Saumatre says •
""'oil je conclus qu'etant donn^ une maison dont je
Modern-Theatre, Fayard et Cie
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suis seul proprie'taire , tout le monde y est malt re,
excepte moi?" La Br.ge answers: "Naturellement
.
w
Thus does Courteline benefit by his stay in the
Department of Justice. He has learned enough to
eh^-w us the ridiculous results of many laws.
"Monsieur Badin"*
The shortest of Courte ine's plays, "Monsieur
Badin", is yet one of the most amusing. It Is really
funny, and even the serious reader is forced to laugh
as he reads the clever lines. The situation is cer-
tainly unusual. A man complains that office work bores
him. On every imaginable pretext he absents himself
from hi3 -ffice. If he is • t absent, he is at least
lata. Tet he wants an increase in pay! Comparing
himself to other workers, he say3 : "Hes collegues ne
donnent au bureau 4ue I ur sele, leuriictivite , leur
intelligence, et leur temps, moi, c'est ma vie que je
lui sacrifie!" Monsieur Badin is so real, so intense
a ch-ructer, that if Courteline had no other claim to
fame, he would deserve to live as the creator of M. Badin.
*Modern-Theatre, F&yard et Cie
.
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"L'Extra-Lucide "*
Something in a little different vein id "L'Extra-
Lucide." This time Courteline shows us a fortune-
teller who extorts m^ney from a husband who la fran-
tic since the disappearance of his wife. After a
good deal of manoeuvering to get the proper atmos-
pnere, and after sne has twice collected money from
him, she tells him that his wife is with another
man whom sne iuentifie3 oy nis Cnristian name.
Again, it is certainly not the st :ry which
holds our iaterest, but Co urte line's inimitable
way of presenting it. The dialogue is witty, and
the character portrayal is unforgettable.
"Une Lett re Charge^"**
The red-tape incidental to obtaining a registered
letter is assailed in "Une Lettre Charged." La Brige,
when he calls for hi? letter, finds the clerk is an
old friend of his. Yet the clerk may not hand him
the letter, for technically, he has aot proven his
identity. It develops that according to law, he may
have another forge nis name ana accept the letter for
*Flammarion, 16S3
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him, but that when he calls for it, ne cannot have
it on the clerk's recognition. Such is the bureau-
crat ic law of which Courteline makes sport.
"Theodore cherche des Allumettes "*
Another very funny plsy that is pure farce is
"Theodore cherche des Allumettes." It is the story
of a young inebriate who cannot unlock his door at
three in the morning because he has no matches. When
he finally gets in, after arousing the neighbors by
his noise, he does all manner of silly things. He
falls, puts iii & fingers in a bottle of ink, opens
the buffet insieaa of the window, innales the odor
of gruyere cheese v.itnout knowing it, and comments
On the deligntful May evening. Again there is no
real plot, but the events link in a v.ell-wrought
chain. They call out bursting laughter before one
has a chance to reflect on the silliness. It is all
parody, but it is all funny. Not being able to ^ro-
n^unce the ni>me of the street because of his condi-
tion, Theodore decides French is a poor language,
Modern-Theatre, Fr.yard et Cie.
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and 8^8 his father whether ne doesn't regret not
being a Spaniard. The entire farce is just one
laugh after another.
"Groa Cnagrins"*
Another bit of merry wit in which bat two char-
acters play a p: rt is "Gros Chagrins." Here a woman
comes to a friend of hers to complain about the in-
fidelity of her husband. However, whe continually
gets side-tracked, and forgets her woes in learning
-
r new dance step that she want a to use that evering,
for she is going out with her husband. Here we have
an excellent picture of the care-free woman who is so
high-strung that she weeps and laughs successively.
At moments here the satire is bitler, but Courteline
always brings out a laugh. The ;lay snows the insta-
bility of feminine ideas and tne manifestation of
animal inaifference that the author conceived to be
so powerful in woman.
*Modern-Tner.tre
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"La Voiture Verse'e"*
"La V^ltur^ Vers^e" is a merry comedy suggestive
cf Parisian corruption. A young couple have a rather
peculiar business. The woman regularly manages to be
upset from her carriage near a strange young man. The
letter rescues her and takes her home where sne plays
upon his sympathies and then asks him to wait while
she leaves the room. In tne interval, ner husband
arrives, finas the stronger, and extorts money from
the young man, wno is now afraid of being attacked.
ft
After ne na3 partea with his money, he^shown out with
instructions not to return. The laay and her husband
then figure out their income for the day.
"Les Boulingrin"*
Courteline has given us another satire on married
life in "Les Boulingrin. " This time a guest comes to
call on a couple because he is under the impression
that they are very happy and get along very well togeth-
er. He is unpleasantly surprised at their entrance.
They quarrel most violently and vie with each other in
being disagreeable. The guest is the unfortunate obstacle
•Modern-Theatre, Fayard et Cie
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over whom tney quarrel, for eacn 13 striving to do
things for him first. They offer him a seat, and
fight over who shall place it. The result is that
the guest falls and is bruised. There is a great
de£l of horse-play and very little delicacy, but
the farce offers abundant opportunity for laughter.
"Le Gendarme est sans pitied"*
"Le Gendarme est sons pitie" is another court-
room farce with 30me very amusing conversation, par-
ticularly in the comparison of the maladies of an
old dog v;ith those of an old u.an. The story deals
with a merciless officer who reads evil into every-
thing ne sees. He arrests one person after another
until his superior officer shows aim that he is not
always perfect himself, that at that particular time
he snould be wearing anotner uniform, (ne has been
delayed in oourt purposely by his superior. ) Now
there is a c>se agi iast the officer. Tnis will n~>t
be dropped unless he drops the case he has against
n old friend of the superior officer. The farce
Modern-Theatre, Fayard et Cie.
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is ended 7/hen the merciless man shows his greatness
of soul by destroying the complaint.
"L' Affaire Champignon"*
Courteline did not alv.:_ys write alone. In col-
laboration v;ith Pierre Veber he developed a judicial
fantasy drawn from an episode in his father's "Les
Tribunaux Comiques." "L'Affaire Champignon" is rol-
licking fun. The incidents are simple enough. A
husband and wife accuse each other of being unfaith-
ful and their partners in guilt are in court with
them. The wife, though proved guilty, is acquitted.
The husband is imprisoned. It is not the fact 3, how-
ever, but the sparkling wit of the dialogue that
makes the reader laugh out loud. To quote simply
one reply of the husband to the judge : "Eh bien, elle
est raide! Je n'avais pas le aroit de battre avec
une canne a moi, dan3 nun domicile a moi, une femme
k moi, qui me faisait des queues avec un cousin a moi?
Flamr.arion, 1899
«
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"Elancheton pere et fila"*
jPierre Veber ^lso col In bora ted with Courteline
in hie next play, which h«d the 3 me source. "Blanche
-
ton pere et fila'' is another farce of the same nature,
cut it is not as funny as the previous one. For one
thing it is more involved and less easy to follow.
The relationship of the people on trial is so confused
thai even the judge cannot muke out what it is, much
lees the poor reader. Since tne judge cannot tell
what happeneu, he applies the proverb: "Dans le doute
abst lena-toi " and dismisses the case. I oan do no better.
"Le Commissaire est bon enfant"**
We have already seen that one of Courteline 'a pet
subject a is laughing at red tape end its instigators.
In "Le Commissaire est bon enfant" which he wrote in
collaboration with Jule? Levy, he snows us a commis-
sioner's office and the events which take place there.
There is a funny turn to every case that comes up. Per-
haps the one that ia moat impressive is the one in
which a man brings in a watch he ha a found. A veritable
agony of red tape follows, he must give his life nisto-
*Flammarion, 1900
**Modern-Taeatre, Fayard et Cie.
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ry as well us ohe details of the finding. He must
explrin what he was doing in bhe locality in which
he found the watch. The endless formality has much
truth in spite of the fact that it is distorted.
The play pictures a commissioner who, volun-
tarily denf to every warning of impending public
danger, shvwa himself unjusx.ly suspicious of honest
people. He i3 given a lesson whenja nan with nerve
enters his office. Then, at the poini. of a revolver,
the poor commissioner is forced to put out the fire,
open the window, remove his shoes, and lock himself
in «ne coal bin, froiii wliioh he is not released un'-il
ne is numb «.itn the cold. Tne dialogue is extremely
witty
,
vivid, ana funny.
L'Article 330"*
"L'Article 330" is one of Courteline 1 - most fa-
mous judicial farces. This is a play which Boston
officials would probably condemn as shocking, but the
would probably condemn most of Gourteline. Here the
3cene is laid in court, and a. rather ridiculous story
Modern-Theatre, Fayard et Cie
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i8 told of a peculiar revenge a man took for being
annoyed by people looking at him through his win-
dows. Evidence is piled up to the extent of thou-
sands of complaints, but no witnesses are called,
as there would be too many. The cnaracterization
here is superficial, but the satire is brilliant.
The court proceedings are particularly gay.
Here La Brige is made the prey of a law which
forbids his dressing like a Scotchman in his own
room, although he may dress as a Turk or a I'exican.
It is in this ploy that Courteline h'3 some of his
most pointed remarks as regard? law. In speaking
of justice ana law, he says 5 "Ce 3ont la deux demi-
soeurs, qui, sorties de deux peres, se oraohent a.
la figure en 3e traitant de b A tardes et vivent a
couteaux tires, tanais que les nonnetes gens, mena-
ces des gtndaru.es, ae tournent les pouces et les
sangs en attendant qu'elles se mettent d'acoord."
And ag in: Ueuf fois sar dix, la Loi,
cette bonne fille, soorit a celui qui la viole . "
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
LIBRARY
(
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"Les Balances"*
Another fare- that ridicules existing laws is
entitled "Les Balances." Again the protagonist is
La Brige. This time he comes to a provincial law-
yer with his woes. No matter what he does, he gets
into trouble with the lav?. He has bought a house
and is prevented from repairing it oecause it pro-
jects over tne street. Since the roof is in poor
condition, slate falls from it ana injures pedes-
trians wno sue La Brige. Tne only advice tne law-
yer can give him is, to set fire to the house, col-
lect insurance, an^. buy another house that doesn't
project over the street. He must become a brigand
to get his just due; t^e law gives him no justice;
perhaps he can sollicit it through crime.
"La Paix ohez soi"*
"La Paix chez 3oi" i3 a masterpiece from which
all jocose exaggeration is excluded. Trielle is un-
fortunatlely married to the acrimonious, pretentious
and capric-ous Valentine, who goes as far as counter
fe.ting her husband's signature. She is a complete
*Modern-Tneatre
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ingenu who sees no further than her whims. Trielle
becomes Courte line's mouthpiece and says: "La femme
ne voit jam--i3 ce que l'on fait pour elle; elle ne
voit que ce que l'on ne fait pas." Valentine, who
is simply Courteline ' 3 conception of woman in gene-
ral, has so developed the habit of lying, that with-
out any effort she extricates herself from the most
aangerous and delicate situations.
"La Paix cnez soi " is in the same vein as "3ou-
bourocne" out is muoh more severe. The same basic-
peycnology is common to botn plays • tne cowardice
of the male in love, pitted ag Inst t-^e wiles of
woman
.
"La Conversion d'Alceste"*
The first of Courteline's plays to be produced
at the Come'die Francaise was written in 19C5 for Me-
niere's two hundred eighty-third an iversary. It is
intended as a sequel to Moliere'3 "Misantnrope " and
like it, is written in verse. Courteline wanted to
have among his works ^ne play in classic form, for he
iUodern-Tneatre
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felt that by writing nis farces he nad missed his
vocation. He had regarded himself as a poet, and
had wanted to make his mark in poetry.
The play brought a great aeal of 'favorable
criticism. Such critics as Noziere (in "Gil Bias''),
Guy Launay (in "Le Matin"), Francois de Ni->n (in
"I'Echo de Paris""*, and Catulle Mendes claim that
Moliere is again brought to life here. They agree
that Courteline's style is here irreproachable,
that the verse is full and sonorous, and that Mo-
lie re himself might have signed the play as his own.
If one reads "La Conversion d'Alceste" inline -
iately after reauing "Le Misanthrope" the two do
seem like two acts of tne same play. The second
simply amplifies the story. Aiceste is n)w married
to Celimene, who is still as coquettish as ever, nd
is willing to be cnarmed oy his friend Philiute.
Since Alceste is really good at heart, he decides
not to be disagreeable any longer, to be more indul-
gent with his fellow-men. Consequently, he praises
a new sonnet by Or^nte. Yet he is still too much
himself to sponsor it, and so incurs the wrath of
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Cronte. One touch here that is like Oourteline 1 a
other plays i3 the fact that at the end he has to
pay the attorney a fee a,nd costs as part settle-
ment of a lawsuit he has won.
let the play as a whole, with a decidedly
classic turn, little resembles his other works.
It is more literary, but none the less facetious.
It seems more like sometning of Moliere's than
like something of his own. The verse is delignt-
ful and the satire is keen. The comic element is
apparently light, yet profoundly sad. It is highly
arusing, but is not in itself a unit, as it is entire-
ly depende.-t on the earlier play. Tne language and
sentiment are exceptionally fine, and are the factors
that made the Come'die Franchise accept the play. This
play led to the acceptance of others. In 1~C6 "La
Paix chez soi" was played at the Comedie Franchise,
and in 1910 "Bouoour^cne was m::de part of its reper-
tory.

"Mentons Bieus"*
"Mentons Bleus" by Georges Court e line and Domi-
nique Bonnaud is the definitive title of a play whose
earlier version (1902) was entitled "Victoire3 et Con-
quetes." The play itself is simply a cafe scene with
old-time actors as the principal characters. They
talk of their great successes until they £6come so
excited and agitated that the innocent listener, M.
Reflechi, is hurt. The dialogue is similar to that
ir. some of Court e. line 1 s earlier plays. Tne scene, for
t:,e play is no more than a scene, has notni rig in com-
mon witn the elevatea style and proceedure of the pre-
vious play. It is simply one more picture of life in
the cafe; that trie subject under discussion is actors
and their work does not alter the fundamental situation.
"La Cruche"**
"La Cruche ou J 'en ai plein le dos de Margot" writ-
tea by Coart^line with the collaboration ~»f Pierre ^olff,
is in two acts, and consequently much longer than most
of the plays discussed. Here we again nave the • rt i3t ry
that makes Courteline stand out from among his contempo-
Stock, 1906
'Illustration The'atrale, 1911

raries. The Intrigue is well developed, and holds the
reader's interest. The hunox is deep-rooted ana. .tinged
with pathos. Tne Melancholy strain snows a knowledge
of life ;~na real people . The dialogue is vivid and
alive; it gives trie impression of genuine conversation.
The characters are neither good nor bad; they are or-
dinary human beings. True, Lavernie has a heroic
9train, but so hare a great many people. The play has
fantasy, renr. -kable observation, and ibove all, truth.
The love scene between Lavernie' and Margot at the
close of ~he first act h~s tremendous power. It makes
similar scenes in the works of Porto-Riche fade entire-
ly, for it i3 so tense. Here the psychology og love is
well developed.
Ha rgot, who gives the play its name, is a rather
weak personnaae who prides nerstlf on tue fact that she
can't say no. Sne tel^s us: "La nature m'a refuse le
pouvoir de reponare *ot ne veax pas' a. quiconque me
dit • 1 Je veux. 1
Lauriane develops from a rather happy-go-lucky
sport into a character tnat is really touching. The
I
scene in which he asks Margot to marry hira is particular
ly well drawn.
As to Lavernie, he embodies Courteline's philosophy
He takes life as it come a, without too much worry over
what happens. As an artist, he tells us: "Le fait du
veritable artiste n'est pas ue se complaire en ce qu'il
fit, nic.is ae le comparer tristement a ce qu'il aurait
voulu faire .
Some of Courteline's lust plays, such as "La Paix
Chez soi," "La Conversion d'Alceste" and "La Cruohe"
show such exceptional ;"ower, such artistry of writing,
t u t one begins to wonder whether this strain wan't be-
coming stronger in him than the feeling which prompted
the earlier farcical ploy3 . Had he written during the
1 st iecade of his life, would his plays h-: ve been more
serious 7 Possibly they would, and yet, "Mentons Bleus"
certainly is much wealr-r than either the play which pre-
ceded or the one that followed it.
Parts of "La Cruche" are reminiscent of Gusset, but
here tner- is morv soliu foundation no. less of the ban-
tering whicn narks Musses • s comedies. Certainly critics

are justified when "hey say in speaking of the play:
Tile est la vie mime', elle fait, d'une banale aven-
ture d'acsoureux, un petit chef-d'oeuvre d 1 observation,
d'numour, et a'ironie."*
*M. H. Debuscu^re in "La ^resse" (quted on cover of
Illust rat ion edition)

Estimate of zae Man and his Work
(Concluding Summary)
Courteline is endowed with a humorous spirit. All
that he writes is tfitty and seems based on the principle
that one must be amusing at all costs. He has developed
the habit o.f being funny. To his humor he ;pins a depth
of observation. Ke observes officials, officers, pro-
prietors, magistrates, the people everyone sees; but
his penetration is dec- per than that of the casual obser-
ver. He gives his characters grotesque names, and often
considers :nem in an inebriated state . Thus deforming
them, ne m^ea of then n >mely caricatures which, showing
a true picture, show it in an exaggerated fom. His
plentiful gaiety is communicative. Iz is not spontane-
ous, but s;:ows evidences of being carefully planned,
and unfolds like a geometric the >rem. This laborious
drollery i? nevertheless powerful and efficacious. His
plays bubble over, an one is forced to laugh aloud even
when reading them. Seeing them mu3t bring the house
down with gales of laughter.
Courteline proceeds methodically to discover the
incidents of daily life that are perfectly evident.
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Treating perfectly ordinary subjects, he makes ua see
the ludicrous 9ide of them. His gaiety is based on a
deep knowledge of reality which he manifests in simple
- nd pictur' sque style.
His vivid buffoonery pleases the middle class man
and makes Courteline popular, for his play? are ^asy
to understand. They produce a physical laugh, for they
jest about the life one lives, not about fantasies.
Hi 8 gross caricature and careful buffoonery are close
to, -nd yet distinct from, reality. In spite of the
fact that alaost nis plays arc one-act plays, with-
in such brief limits ne leaves a 1 sting impression.
It is not difficult to see why Oourteline is the
greatest comic writer of the epoch. His style is in-
dividual. He is the master of a dialogue that scintil-
lates with everyday realism. At times he is crude, but
we forgive him that for his drollness. Hi 3 plays are
shnrt in extent, slight in manner, but great in truth
and penetrating observation... He gives us many pictur-
esque scenes. All hia characters seem caricatures.
They are all more or less luaicrous. The names of his
(
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personages fairly bubble with gaiety. Nothing can be
funnier than Ms tito.es. Yet his plays are no less
funny. He elaborates upon every imaginable detail. The
fun results from incongruity, surprise, exaggeration,
shouts, and gesticulations.
Although Court e line has long been admired, he
still remains more popular than ever. He is acknow-
ledged as the master of the farce, since his simple
and powerful caricatures illustrate the truth more
than they deform it.

Premieres
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Les Gaites ae 1 'Es^dron Feb. 18, 1395 Theatre ie l'Ambigu
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